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Abstract. The possibility of a wire dipole antenna to study the characteristics of dust 
grains is examined. Charged dust grains passing by the antenna induce an electric potential 
change for the time of the flyby. These "waveforms" are studied as a function of the 
characteristics of the dust grain (its charge and velocity vector) and the plasma parameters. 
The thermal noise level due to flyby, emission, and impacts of the ambient plasma electrons 
is calculated and compared with the magnitude of the dust signal. Qualitative analysis 
yields a minimum detectable grain size, the minimum antenna sensitivity required, and 
the number of detectable events per time unit for cometary, planetary, and interplanetary 
environments. We call this recently proposed dust-detection technique Radio Dust Analyzer 
(RDA). 

1. Introduction 

A dusty plasma consists of dust particles coupled to the 
ambient plasma through existing or self-induced electro- 
magnetic fields. Depending upon the concentration, one 
has isolated screened dust grains (dust-in-plasma) or real 
dusty plasmas, when the charged dust participates in the 
Debye screening. Comprehensive reviews have been given 
by Goertz [1989], Northrop [1992], Mendis and Rosenberg 
[ 1994], and Verheest [1996]. The study of dusty plasmas is a 
relatively new area of research with respect to theoretical de- 
velopment as well as specific applications. Recent interest in 
such plasmas has increased because of observation of dust in 
the vicinity of comets and in laboratory devices. But much 
of the characteristics of t_he dust in space are still unknown. 

Remote-sensing methods like light scattering by the dust 
at different angles, absorption of radiowaves, and stellar oc- 
cultation measurements have led to most of our knowledge 
of planetary tings. In recent missions (Galileo and Ulysses), 
direct measurements were made by a dust detector [Griin 
et al., 1992a b], while in this paper we examine the use of 
a wire dipole antenna to examine some dust characteristics 
from the antenna response on a grain flyby. Although an- 
tennas were used before in the detection of dust grains by 
impact ionization [Gurnett eta/., 1987; Meyer-Vernet et al., 
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1986], this method requires sufficient kinetic energy to ion- 
ize the grain and thus works only for grain-antenna velocities 
larger than several kilometers per second. On the other hand, 
the Radio Dust Analyzer (RDA) works best for small veloc- 
ities because the signal is not hidden by impact ionization, 
and the waveform does not require a good time resolution to 
be detected. This paper, which is based on previous work for 
a sphere dipole antenna [Lesceux et al., 1987], is organized 
as follows. In section 2 the basic theoretical framework is 

given and the grain's "signature" is examined. Sections 3 
contains a discussion of the noise level due to plasma par- 
ticles flying by the antenna, while section 4 discusses the 
noise level due to direct emission and collection by the an- 
tenna. The practical use of RDA is discussed in section 5 
for three different types of environments corresponding to 
existing or future space missions. Section 6 gives our con- 
clusions. 

2. Theory 

We consider a maxwellian two-component plasma, with 
electron and ion temperature Te = Ti = T and plasma den- 
sity N. The electron Debye length is given by 

,X•> = •0•T Ne • , (1) 
where •0 is the vacuum permittivity and • is Boltzmann's 
constant. A spherical dust grain with radius a << ,XD and 
scalar velocity v embedded in the plasma acquires an equi- 
librium charge Q, given by the standard charging model 
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[Northrop, 1992]. The constant charge assumption is valid 
in the regime where the charge variation timescale is larger 
than the dust signature width. In all cases of practical inter- 
est, the velocity satisfies v << Vse (Vsa denotes the thermal 
velocity of species a), so that the electrons contribute fully 
to the shielding. When Vsi << v << vse, the ions do not con- 
tribute at all and the relevant Debye length is ,•D (this would 
remain true when v is of order of magnitude vsi provided 
that Te << Ti). If on the other hand v << vsi << vse, the ions 
and electrons fully shield the charge and the relevant Debye 
length becomes AD/V•. In intermediate cases, the plasma 
temporal dispersion cannot be neglected and the problem is 
more complicated. The well-known Debye-shielded poten- 
tial around one single dust grain is then given by 

,I,(r) = 'I'oa-e-("-")/x" 

ß o = •(.): , 
4•'eoa 

, (2) 

(3) 

keeping in mind that when v << vsi, ,•D must be replaced by 
AD/V/• and that we have implicitly assumed linear shield- 
ing, i.e., ,I, (r) << roT/e, which is always satisfied in practice. 

We consider a Cartesian (z, y, z) frame and a wire dipole 
antenna (with radius r•) positioned along the z axis, with 
the two arms (each arm with length L) meeting each other 
in the origin (Figure 1). Furthermore we assume that the re- 
sponse time of the receiver antenna system is much smaller 
than the dust flyby time, and that the antenna is thin enough 
(re << L and re << AD). The dust signature width has a 
value intermediate between the time for a grain moving par- 
allel to the antenna (L + Az•)/v and that for a grain moving 
perpendicular to the antenna (•z• Iv). 

L 

z 

2r, 

0 v 

• : y 

Figure 1. Antenna geometry of a wire dipole antenna and 
the coordinates used. 

The orbit of a dust grain in uniform motion is given by 

•(t) 

y(t) 

= xo + v sin(O) cos(• -4- To) t (4) 

- Yo + v sin(O) sin(• + To) t (5) 
- zo + v cos(O) t, (6) 

where (v, 0, qo) are the spherical coordinates of the velocity 
of the grain relative to the antenna as indicated in Figure 1. 

The potential at a point (z, y, z) on the antenna is given 
by 

ß [•, •, z, t] - • •o e-•, (7) 
with 

n - v/Ix(t) - •]• + [y(t) - y]• + [z(t) - z]•. (8) 

The voltage measured by a wire dipole antenna is the dif- 
ference between the voltages averaged over each arm; hence 
the antenna response is 

1/: 1• L - •[0, o, z, tlaz - Z •[0, o, z, t]az. /x•(t) Z 
(9) 

According to (9), the antenna response A•(t) is propor- 
tional to •o a and hence to (2. We introduce the shape func- 
tion 

A•(t) (10) •(t)- •'•o' 
with dimensions in m -•. The problem depe.nds on the six 
geometrical parameters v, 0, •p, •Po, ro- V/x• + U•, zo of 
the grain's orbit. Changing •0 will not change the antenna 
response due to the cylindrical symmetry. Since v is only 
present in the expression v t, changing v will only stretch the 
timescale and will not change the shape of the shape func- 
tion. When we take t = 0 when z = 0, there are just three 
parameters left to determine the shape: 0, •p, and r0. 

Given a response profile, it is theoretically possible to fit 
the parameters v, 0, % r0, and {o a oc Q. Furthermore, 
in most of the cases we already know the direction of the 
dust-antenna velocity and even its magnitude. In that case 
the problem becomes a fit for r0, •p, and •o acr Q. A com- 
plete description of a method to compute such parameters 
from the waveform will be given in a future paper. Here we 
are only giving some indications of the relations between the 
features of the waveform and the values of those parameters. 
The results might be generalized to a more complex antenna 
system (triple or quadrupole), in order to refine the diagnos- 
tics. 

Figure 2 shows the normalized potential distribution on 
the z axis for a grain in the z - y plane. In this particu- 
lar case, the resulting antenna response is zero, because ß is 
symmetrical in z. When the grain moves parallel to the an- 
tenna, the shape of the curve does not change, but the max- 
imum is found at the current z value of the grain. Hence a 
nonvanishing signal is produced. 

In Figure 3a the shape function for a grain moving par- 
allel to the antenna is shown for different antenna lengths. 
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Figure 2. Normalized potential along the z axis for a grain 
in the z - •t plane at a distance of ro- 1.41 ra from the 
antenna. L - 10 m, ,•D -- Im. 

Increasing the antenna length increases the width of the sig- 
nal, • expected, while the response reaches a maximum for 
a specific antenna length. 

Figure 3b shows the influence of the Debye length for a 
grain moving parallel to ..the antenna. It is readily understood 
that the regime where ,•,D << L gives no response at all, 
because of Debye shielding of the grain charge. However, 
when we increase the Debye length, the maximum response 
increases and eventually reaches a constant value. 

Figure 3c shows the influence of the orbit's orientation 
with 0 in the first quadrant. For 0 in the other quadrants, 
these results can be used by taking into account the transfor- 
mations0-•0+•r,•t•-tand0•r-0•(t) • 
-•(t). The influence of •o is shown in Figure 3d with values 
taken in the first quadrant. 

Figure 3e shows the influence of to. When ro >> 3,D, the 
antenna response becomes very small. 

The practical use of antennae as grain detectors has sev- 
eral limitations: first of all, the random voltage induced by 
the plasma particles passing near the antenna, examined in 
section 3, and second the random voltage induced on the 
antenna by particle impacts and/or emissions, examined in 
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Figure 3a. Antenna response for a grain moving parallel to 
the antenna as a function of vt for different antenna lengths. 
Here ro = 1.41 m, ,ka -- 1 m. 
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Figure 3b. Antenna response for a grain moving parallel to 
the antenna as a function of vt for different Debye lengths. 
Here ro = 1.41 m, L = 10 m. 

section 4. Both noises have to be smaller than the dust sig- 
nal for it to be detectable. The magnitude of the signature of 
the grain itself is proportional to its size and equilibrium po- 
tential of the grain (of the order of the thermal energy of the 
main charging process [Northrop, 1992]) and to the shape 
function. 

3. Noise Level Due to Plasma Particle Flyby 

Together with the grain signature on the antenna we would 
expect a contribution (•p(t)) due to the flyby of the plasma 
particles. Owing to the nonzero time constant of the re- 
ceiver, the antenna does not "see" individual electrons but 
a mean over a large number of passages. The signal pro- 
duced by a single flyby for a plasma particle of velocity v 
is an odd function of v. The average of such a signal over a 
MaxwellJan distribution yields < •p(t) >= 0. 

So we calculate the variance < •,(t) >, given for Max- 
wellian electrons and ions, by [Meyer-Vernet and Perche, 
1989] 

< •I,•(t) >- < •(f) > dr, (11) 

where •, (f) is the noise spectral density: 

< •,(f)> = 4•TRe(Z), 

z = fo øø 7r•eo w eœ(k,w) dk, (13) 

(12) 

.... , • ,,. o.• 

0=,ffj 6 ...... ' x,,•..... 0.02 
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Figure 3c. Antenna response as a function of vt for different 
0. Here r0 - 1.41 m, qo - -•r/4, L - 10 m, ,ka -- I m. 
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Figure 3d. Antenna response as a function of vt for different 
qo. Hereto =lm, O=rr/2, L- 10 m,)•D =lm. 

F(k) = 3'2'•r !k-J(k) d• (14) 

Si(kL) Si(2kL) 2sin4(kL/2)) = kL 2kL - k2L 2 . (15) 

Here eL is the longitudinal permittivity, c0 is the vacuum 
permittivity and Z is the antenna impedance. Si denotes the 
sine integral function. In (14) the integration is over the di- 
rection of k. 

To evaluate these integrals, we assumed a linear current 
distribution: 

4 

J(k) - kz-•L sina(kzL/2)[Jo(krr•)]e,., (16) 
with k 2 - k• + k•. The noise variance is then given (for 
r, << L and r, << ,XD): 

4nT øø F(k) < >- raeo 1 + &' (17) 

G(x) 
0.14 - 

0.12 01'1 
o 

• log(x) -• -2 -1 1 2 3 

Figure 4. Plot of the function G(x) in full line. The dashed 
line indicates the analytical result for x >> 1. 

4x/•T 
< •(t) >-- •r2eoA D G(L/AD). (18) 

Increasing the Debye length decreases the noise. Indeed, 
when the Debye length increases, three phenomena occur. 
The timescale for a single plasma particle flyby and the num- 
ber of relevant plasma particles both increase because of the 
bigger Debye sphere around the particle. However, the am- 
plitude of the mean plasma particle signal decreases. This 
is due to the decrease of the average magnitude of the re- 
sponses, which is proportional to the inverse of the mean 
distance of the flyby's, given by the Debye length. 

The effect of the antenna length is illustrated in Figure 4, 
which shows the function G(z) in full line. The response of 
a wire dipole antenna reaches a maximum for wave vectors 
satisfying kz • 3/L. This results in a variance that reaches 
a maximum for a specific antenna length LM, given by the 
maximum of the function G(z) located at LM = 2.74 3,9. 
The analytical result for the case )i D << L, 

•T 
< •,(t) >-- ln(v•L/,XD) (19) rreoL ' 

Unlike the case of a spherical dipole antenna, evaluating this 
integral analytically is not easy. We restrict this paper to a 
numerical evaluation of (17). With the help of the change 
of variables y = kAD/V/•, the noise variance due to plasma 
particle flyby can be put in the form 

i>. W•o 
4KT 

ro=l.41m 

ro=3.16m 

27.5 

0 

-1 
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Figure 3e. Antenna response as a function of vt for different 
r0. Here qo = -•r/4,0 = •r/4, L - 10 m, )•r> = 1 m. 
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Figure 5. Normalized noise variance due to plasma particles 
flyby, as a function of the antenna length and Debye length, 
T being constant. 
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0. 

is shown in Figure 4 as a dashed line. Figure 5 shows the 
normalized noise as a function of L and 

1 

Rdc 

dI 
(21) 

•T,! 

4. Noise Level Due to Plasma Particle Impacts 
or Emissions 

If the antenna is not meshed, it can collect or emit par- 
ticles, which gives rise to a noise (•i/e(t)). In general, 
the problem is very complicated [Calder and Laframboise, 
1985]. The number of impacts or emissions cannot be deter- 
mined exactly, because it depends on the unknown floating 
potential and surface state of the antenna. However, an order 
of ,magnitude of the resulting noise variance can be calcu- 
lated as follows. 

One event, i.e, one electron impact (or emission), on one 
antenna arm produces the voltage maximum amplitude given 
by [e/(2C)] 2, where C stands for the capacitance of the an- 
tenna given by 

•reoL 

C = In(Ao/r•)' (20) 
This voltage squared has to be multiplied by the number of 
events per time unit and by a typical timescale in order to 
obtain the variance. The number of events per time unit is 
given by 2I,/e, where Ie stands for the electron current to 
the antenna. The factor 2 takes into account the return cur- 

rent. 

Indeed, the equilibrium potential is a result of the balance 
between electron and ion currents and pho- 

toelectron current I•, Ii and Ie, so that the number of events 
I+lrl+ll)/e can be simplified to 2[Iel/e. 

A typical timescale is the decay time of the signal given 
by r = RC'. Since the antenna is not meshed, the resistance 
/• is .mainly due to the dc current. In order of magnitude, .this 
dc resistance/•ec is given by the inverse of the derivative of 
the dc current on the antenna: 

For a negative antenna potential, only the direct plasma cur- 
rent contributes to Rac and Te! = T, while for a positive 
antenna potential, the photoelectron current contributes and 
the order of magnitude of the effective temperature is then 
given by lITe! = 1/T + 1/Tp, where Tp is the temperature 
of the photoelectrons (,-, 1 eV) [Goertz, 1989]. 

Hence the order of magnitude of the noise variance is 
given by 

e)2 2Iec•Te! (22) < • i•/ , ( t ) > ,• • -•- e I• 
•T•! 

= (23) 
2C 

•T, iln(AD/r•) 
= 2•soL ' (24) 

Figure 6 shows this noise level as a function of L and )•D- 

5. The Practical Use of RDA 

To be able to detect grains with RDA, the grain signal has 
to be larger than the noise levels. Also, for the response to be 
detectable, the signal should be larger than the sensitivity of 
the receiver. The first condition gives a minimum detectable 
grain size: 

= , (25) 
•M being the maximum value of the shape function for a 
typical grain flyby at a distance ro =/Xo, for 0 = qo = •r/4. 
The second condition gives the sensitivity needed to detect 
the smallest detectable grains: 

•2g 0 
4•T 

A (I, 8 = a,• (I'0 •M (26) 

=Max[v/< il•/e(t ) >V/< (I,•(t)>]. (27) 
The number of detectable events per time unit is given by 
f = vNet S, where Na denotes the number density of de- 

1og0•I•(m)) tectable grains and $ is the cross section of the detector. The 
latter is given by 

S = 4 At) [Ao•r cos(O) + L sin(O)]. (28) 

-3 

2 
Figure 6. Normalized noise variance due to plasma particles 
impacts and/or emission, as a function of the antenna length 
and Debye length, for a fixed r,• = lmm, T being constant. 

Results are shown in Table 1 for a selection of cases in 

cometary, interplanetary, and planetary media, which might 
be useful in the Rosetta, Wind, and Cassini missions respec- 
tively. 

5.1. Cometary Medium 

To get estimates for a cometary medium, we use results 
for comet P/Hartley 2 near perihelion (,,01 AU) from McDon- 
nell et al. [1992] and extrapolate them for comet P/Wit- 
taken, which will be visited by the Rosetta mission. We 
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Table 1. The Equivalent Cross Section of the Detector (S), the Noise Levels, 
the Minimum Detectable Grain Radius (a,•), the Minimum Antenna Sensitiv- 
ity Required to Detect the Smallest Detectable Grains (A•s) and the Event 
Rate (f) Given for Different Types of Environments, With Typic.al Plasma 
O,D, T), Grain (•o, Na, v) and Antenna (L, r.) Parameters 

Case 1 Case 2 Case 3 Case 4 

AD, m 10 0.1 7.5 10 
T, K 100 x 10 a 100 100 x 10 a 100 x 10 a 

q'o, V 10 10 7.5 -20 
Na, m -a 10 -5 * 3 x 10 -•' * 1.5 X 10 -14 t, _ 
v, ms -1 100 100 20 x 10 a 10 x 10 a 

L,m 5 5 40 10 
r•,m 1.0x10 -a 1.0x10 -3 2.0x10 -3 14x10 -3 

S, m 2 1.1 x 103 9•.0 1.4 x 103 1.9• x 103 
•M, m- 1 0.03 0.2 0.04 O. 1 

< (I'•/e (t) >, V 7 x 10 -5 5 x 10 -6 2 x 10 -5 4 x 10 -5 
V/< •,(t) >, V 2 x 10 -5 6 x 10 -6 4 x 10 -5 3 x 10 -5 
a.•, (•m) 250 3 150 20 
A•, t• v 70 6 40 4O 
f, s -1 1 6 4 x 10 -? 12 x 106Na 

The value of •,,•= is given for a grain flyby at a distance ro = At>, for 0 = •p = 
•r/4. Case 1, Cometary environment, outside the contact surface. Case 2, Cometary 
environment, inside the contact surface. Case 3, Interplanetary medium at 1 AU hello- 
spheric distance. Case 4, Planetary environment, Samm's dilute E-ring. 

*Cumulative density for grains larger than a,,•; adapted from McDonnell et al. 
[1992] 

*[Gran et al., 1985] 

take a gas production rate typically 3 times lower, assume 
the same dust to gas ratio, and consider a distance from 
the nucleus of 100 km. The flux of particles of mass m • 
10 -•ø - 10 -ø kg (corresponding to am of case 2 in Table 1) 
is then F = 13 m -2 s -•. This corresponds to a dust density 
of Na ~ 0.03 m -a. The corresponding event rate is of the 
order of one event per second. 

To get an estimate for particles of mass m > 10 -6 kg 
(corresponding to am of case 1), we assume a grain mass 
distribution such that the flux of particles with mass m > 
too, is proportional to m• '4/5. This exponent is close to the 
mean value measured in situ for comet P/Halley [McDonnell 
et al., 1987], and to recent measurements for large grains 
in two other comets [Fulle, 1992; Fulle et al., 1992]. The 
flux is then F ~ 10 -a m -2 s -• and the corresponding dust 
density is Na ~ 10 -5 m -a. Again, the corresponding event 
rate is of the order of one event per second. Note that if the 
grains are fluffy, the charge mass ratio is larger, which would 
significantly decrease the minimum size of detectable grains 
and thus increase the event rate. 

5.2. Interplanetary Medium 

Table 1 of Gr•in et al. [ 1985] gives the cumulative lunar 
flux for different models. This flux is close to the average 
interplanetary flux at 1 AU, for the considered particle sizes. 

With the value of a,• given in case 3, the minimum mass of 
detectable particles is of the order of 10-;' kg, for a grain 
density of 2.5 x 10 a kg m -a. This corresponds to an event 
rate of f = 4 x 10 -• s -• and a typical time between the 
events of about a month. 

However, if the grain mass density, like often suggested 
for large grains, is smaller than 2.5 x 10 a kg m -a, f would 
increase. The same happens within sporadic meteoroid 
streams. 

5.3. Planetary Medium 

In planetary media, we should use RDA outside the ring 
plane, in order to ensure that the signal is not hidden by im- 
pact ionization. Hence to evaluate the event rate, we need 
dust data outside the known tings. Because these data are 
barely available, we restrict our analysis to a• and A q,. 

6. Conclusions 

A new method (RDA) is given to detect the electric charge 
and most elements of the velocity vector of dust grains in 
space plasmas. This method is complementary to detection 
by impact ionization: the latter requires sufficient kinetic 
energy to ionize the grain and thus works only for grain- 
spacecraft velocities larger than several km s -•, whereas 
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the RDA works best for small velocities. The advantage of 
this detector with respect to impact ionization or to conven- 
tional dust detectors is its large cross section: of the order of 
4)•z•Max(•z•, L), instead of the physical surface of the de- 
tector. On the other hand, the signal is in general very weak, 
so that the method requires a sensitive receiver. 

Strong indications are given for the possible use of this 
technique. Case studies indicate that grains of size exceed- 
ing a,• can be detected with a receiver with sensitivity larger 
than A,I,,. The event rate is also calculated, giving values of 
the order of one event per second for cometary environments 
and one event per month for a typical interplanetary environ- 
ment. 

A complete description of a method to compute the dust 
characteristics from the antenna response is not given here 
but will be worked out in a future paper. The diagnostics 
can become more accurate, using a more complex antenna 
system (triple or quadrupole). But this is by no means trivial 
because of the corresponding decrease in the cross section 
of the analyzer for coincidence measurements. 
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